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IN THE LTNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT CLERK U S, DISIRICTCOUPT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA WESI, DIST. OF PFNNSYLVANIA

LINITED STATES OF AMERICA

DIONTE GRIFFIN
a,kJa L Gzz
a/k/a El Gwopo
a/k/a Fat Boii

SYDNEY PACK
a/WaLane
a.4</a 018 Lane

RICHARD KELLY
a,4</a Rack Boy
a/k/a RB

/g-2" L(
Criminal No.
(18 u.s.c. $ 1e62(d))

IUNDER SEALI

The Grand Jury charges:

Count One
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Conspiracy

(Violation of 18 U.S.C. $ 1962(d)

At all times relevant to this Indictment:

The Entemrise

1. 11 Hunnit, also known as Fuck Da Talk, FDT, and Sneaky Gang ("1I

Hunnit"), is a violent street gang composed primarily of individuals from the Hill District

section of the City of Pittsburgh.

2. The name "l I Hunnit" is a combination of two blocks in the Hill District.

The I I Hunnit gang is primarily comprised of persons from the 800 block of Memory Lane

and the 300 block of Burrows Street. 800 + 300 : 1 100 (hence the name I 1 Hunnit). The

800 block of Memory Lane is referred to as the "Lane," which also encompasses the
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Chauncey Drive housing complex, along with the Somers Drive housing complex. The 300

block of Burrows Street is referred to as the "Rack." Multiple I I Hunnit gang members

include "Rack" or "Lane" into their street names.

3. 11 Hunnit has been functioning since approxim ately 2012 after an incident

occurred in the Hill District where a quantity of heroin was stolen. This incident took place

between individuals from the Hill District and resulted in the formation of two separate

street gangs, identified as 11 Hunnit and Wavy Boyz. This incident resulted in numerous

social media insults between the I I Hunnit and Wavy Boyz gangs. The rivalry between

the two gangs was further solidified when the Wavy Boyz are alleged to have killed I I

Hunnit gang member E.Y., aka "Lumber."

4. Although 1 1 Hunnit is a Pittsburgh based street gang, they committed crimes,

including crimes of violence, throughout the greater Allegheny County region.

5. Dionte Griffin alUaL Gzz, alklaEl Gwopo; a/k/a Fat Boii; Sydney Pack

alVa Lane, a/k/a 018 Lane; and Richard Kelly a/k/a Rack Boy, a/k/a RB, the

defendants, and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, were members and

associates of l1 Hunnit.

6. I 1 Hunnit did not have a formal hierarchy or chain of command, however,

several members (including T.S. [deceased as of June 18, 201 8], KELLY, and PACK) took

on situational leadership roles. T.S. held the greater influence within the group largely

due to his notoriety as a regionally popular rap artist. Members attempted to curry favor

with T.S. by carrying out criminal acts at his direction. In return, T.S. often rewarded

those that committed criminal acts at his behest by including them in his music videos and
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providing them with items of monetary value. T.S. gave orders to inflict violence on both

rival gangs and 11 Hunnit members who fell short of his expectations.

7. Members of 11 Hunnit signified their membership by wearing tattoos with

references to the gang such as "800," "Lumber," "Lumway," "003," "23," and "24."

Members also signified their membership, at times, through the use of hand signs and

clothing containing gang references. 11 Hunnit members held themselves out as such on

the street and on social media platforms (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Twitter).

8. Members of 1l Hunnit were expected to "put in work" for the gang, which

included but was not limited to committing acts of violence and trafficking narcotics in

furtherance of the gang. Members of l1 Hunnit were expected to kill the opposition, the

"Wavy Boyz." One of the other monikers for 1 1 Hunnit is "Fuck Da Talk" or "FDT,"

which meant they were not going to talk about an issue, but rather would take action (i.e.

engage in violence).

9. Members and associates of 1 1 Hunnit frequently engaged in criminal

activity, including, but not limited to, acts involving murder, offenses involving drug

trafficking, and acts involving robbery. 1 1 Hunnit members were required to commit acts

of violence to maintain membership and discipline within the gang. Participation in

criminal activity by a member, particularly in violent acts directed at rival gangs or as

directed by gang leadership, increased the respect accorded to that member, resulting in

that member maintaining or increasing his position in the gang. One of the principal rules

of I 1 Hunnit was that its members were expected to attack and kill rivals whenever
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possible. Rivals were often referred to as "opps," which is a reference to the opposition

I I Hunnit maintains a rivalry with the Waly Boyz, among others.

10. I I Hunnit members were expected to pull a"2-4" or a"2-4 backdoor," which

was a reference to drawing someone in close and then killing them. A "2-4 backdoor"

could be inflicted on rivals, or on a member of l1 Hunnit if they did not "put in work" in

furtherance of the gang.

11. ll Hunnit received money and income from various sources, including

narcotics trafficking and the commission of robberies. Such funds were used for gang

purposes, including obtaining weapons and maintaining their lifestyle. At times, I I Hunnit

members would pool together funds to purchase firearms and narcotics.

12. I I Hunnit members communicated about gang activities using mobile

telephones, telephone text messages, and social media such as Facebook.

13. I I Hunnit, including its leadership. membership, and associates, constituted

an "enterprise," as defined by 18 U.S.C. S 1961(4). that is. a group ofindividuals associated

in fact. The enterprise constituted an ongoing organization whose members functioned as

a continuing unit fbr a common purpose ofachieving the objectives ofthe enterprise. The

enterprise was engaged in, and its activities affected, interstate and foreign commerce

PurDoses of the Enterprise

14. The purposes of the I I Hunnit Enterprise included:

a I I l]unnit sought to acquire and maintain control and authority over

the 1 I Hunnit territorv in thc Hill District:

b. I I Flunnit sought to intimidate. injure, and kill rival drug dealers in
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order to eliminate competition and perpetuate the domination ofthe Hill District street-level

drug market by 1l Hunnit members and associates. and others the-v deemed as acceptable:

c I I Hunnit sought to establish a reputation for extreme violence to

discourage anyone from disturbing or disrupting the illicit money-making efforts of I I

Hunnit members and associates:

d. I I Hunnit sought to instill fear in the community in order to discourage

cooperation with police and deter victims and witnesses from reporting 11 Hunnit-related

crime: and

I I Hunnit sought to use the gang's violent reputation to enrich its

members and associates by allowing them to cornmit crimes. including drug trafficking and

robbery, with reduced risk ofretaliation, arrest. or prosecution.

Means and Methods ol-thc Enterprise

15. Among the means and methods by which the members and associates of I I

Hunnit conducted and participated in the conduct ofthe affairs of the enterprise were the

following:

a Members of the enterprise and their associates used acts of violence.

including acts involving murder, assault. and robbery, to intimidate rivals and the public;

b. Members carried. brandished. and utilized firearms as a means of

maintaining control of the Hill District, intimidating and assaulting rivals, and carrying out

a variety of crimes (e.g. narcotics sales and robbery);

c Members ofthe enterprise and their associates used straw purchasers.

including family members and narcotics addicts in addition to other methods, to obtain
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firearms. Such firearms were distributed within the enterprise for use in future acts of

violence and for the protection of 11 Hunnit Members and their associates. Members also

traded/sold firearms with other violent groups;

d. Members distributed narcotics in and around the Hill District to

include crack cocaine. heroin. lentanyl. marijuana. and prescription pills

Members of the enterprise and their associates used social media sites

including Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube to publicize their violent activities and their

ownership of firearms, including handguns and AK-47 style firearms;

f. Members of the enterprise and their associates also used social media

sites to display gang symbols, marks, insignia, and hand signs, in order to promote

awareness of the gang and its membership.

The Racketeerins Conspiracv

16. Beginning in or about 2015, and continuing through on or about the date of

this Indictment, both dates being approximate and inclusive, within the Westem District of

Pennsylvania, and elsewhere, Dionte Griffin alWa L Gzz, zlklz El Gwopo; alUa Fat

Boii; Sydney Pack a/k/a Lane, alUa 018 Lane; and Richard Kelly a/k/a Rack Boy,

aflrla RB, the defendants, together with each other and other persons known and unknown

to the Grand Jury, being persons employed by and associated with the enterprise, which

was engaged in, and the activities of which affected, interstate and foreign commerce'

knowingly and intentionally conspired to violate 18 U.S.C. $ 1962(c), that is, to conduct

and participate, directly and indirectly, in the conduct of the affairs of that enterprise

through a pattem ofracketeering activity consisting of multiple acts:
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a Acts involving murder, in violation of Section 2502(a), 901(a), and

903 of the Pennsylvania Crimes Codel

b. Acts involving robbery, in violation of Section 3701(a),901(a). and

903 ol the Pennsylvania Crimes Code:

Acts indictable under 18 U.S.C. $ l95l (relating to the interferencec

with commerce, robbery, or extortion)l

d. Offenses involving distribution of controlled substances. in violation

of 2l U.S.C. $$ 841 and 846.

17. It was a further part of the conspiracy that each delendant agreed that a

conspirator would commit at least two acts of racketeering activity in the conduct of the

affairs of the enterprise.

Overt Acts

18. In furtherance of the conspiracy, and to affect the object and purposes

thereof, Dionte Grilfin alUa L Gzz, alkla El Gwopo, alVa Fat Boii; Sydney Pack ailda

Lane, alUa 018 Lane; and Richard Kelly a/k/a Rack Boy, a/k/a RB, the defendants,

and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury. committed various overt acts, in

Western District of Pennsylvania including, but not limited to, the following:

19. On April 5. 2015, PACK and T.D. shot and killed Wavy Boyz member C.R..

and shot and injured Wary Boyz members D.H. and W.H.

20. On April 1 I , 2015, PACK possessed a Glock 40 caliber pistol while in I I

Hunnit controlled territory and while in the company of fellow 1l Hunnit member H. S.
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21. On June 4,,2015, KELLY was in a stolen vehicle while in the company of 11

Hunnit members T.S. and D. H-J. T.S. had four (4) bundles of heroin stamped "Bentley''

on the floorboard next to him. D. H-J. had eighty (80) stamp bags of heroin stamped

"Bentley." KELLY had, near his feet, a Smith and Wesson, 40 caliber firearm. D. H-J.

had, at his feet, a Springfield, 9 mm caliber firearm, which was used in a shooting incident

one week prior.

22. On June 5,2015, T.S. and one of the passengers in the vehicle, 1l Hunnit

member I. P., possessed a Phoenix Arms,22 caliber firearm and ten (10) stamp bags of

heroin.

23. On September 29,2015, I I Hunnit members W.M. and W.C. conducted an

armed home-invasion robbery at an apartment on Chauncey Drive. The robbery was set

up by I I Hunnit member V.S.

24. In or around December of 2015, T.S. ordered the gang to kill Wavy Boyz

associate M.B.B.

25. On January 15,2016, multiple I I Hunnit members encountered Wavy Boyz

associate M.B.B. PACK and GRIFFIN were involved in an assault of M.B.B. and both

possessed firearms. PACK fatally shot M.B.B. during this encounter.

26. On September 14,2016, 1 1 Hunnit member H.S' fled from a traffic stop by

the Pittsburgh Bureau of Police (PBP). During the foot pursuit, H.S. discarded a Smith and

Wesson, 9 mm firearm and hid in a dumpster. He sent text messages requesting that others

irre shots ostensibly to distract law enforcement from the search for him. H.S. was

transporting over three (3) bricks of heroin in his vehicle.
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27 . On October I 0. 2016. 1 I Ilunnit members KELLY and J.P. conspired to rob

an unknown person in the Hill District of money and narcotics. KELLY and J.P. used text

messages to plan the robbery.

28. On October 20 ,2016, I I Hunnit member J.P. fled from his residence during

an encounter with Pennsylvania State Parole. J.P. had a Smith and Wesson 40 caliber

firearm stored in his residence. which had been used in prior shootings and had been

purchased on August 22,2016 by N.L., the mother of 1 I Hunnit member W.C. N.L. had

falsely reported that the firearm had been stolen six days after purchase.

29. On October 21.2016. PACK and GRIFFIN shot and killed Wavy Boyz

member J.H. and shot and injured a seven year old child in a vehicle passing by.

30. On November 1.2016.1 I Hunnit member J.P. was shot twice in the head bv

PACK, rendering J.P. visually impaired. This shooting occurred in the presence of one of

the leaders of the I I Hunnit gang, T.S.

3 I . On November 6. 201 6. shots were fired at J.P.'s residence in the Hill District

from a gun that had been used in the prior shooting ofJ.P. on November 1.2016.

32. On November 19, 2016, I I Hunnit member I.P. possessed a Taurus, 45

caliber firearm, which had been used in the shooting of 11 Hunnit member J.P. as well as

the shooting of his residence approximately five days later, and two (2) bricks ofheroin

33. On November 24,2016, shots were fired at a vehicle operated by the brother

of Wavy Boyz member A.L.. leaving behind 40 caliber shell casings on the porch of a

residence of a relative of PACK located in the Hill District.
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34. On November 30, 2016, shots were fired at the residence of I I Hunnit

member J.P. located in the Hill District, from a gun used in a prior shooting.

35. On December 4,2016 at approximately 11:22 am, KELLY shot R.T. in the

back at close range in the Chauncey Drive housing complex, rendering R.T. immediately

paralyzed. KELLY and 11 Hunnit member J.J. lay in wait for several minutes prior to

shooting R.T., with J.J. acting as a lookout. KELLY was wearing a hooded sweatshirt,

which had the letters "FDT" emblazoned on the left sleeve and the letters "LLL" on the

front pocket area. Both KELLY and J.J. fled into the apartment of the paramour of T.S.

and T.S. was present and subsequently jumped from the second story window of the

apartment at approximately I l:54 am and they fled the area.

36. On December 4,2016, at 12:01 p.m., less than an hour after KELLY shot

R.T., KELLY shot at the residence of Wavy Boyz member R.S.

37 . On December 7, 2016, PACK fired at the residence of a Wavy Boyz member.

3 8. On December 8, 20 16, PACK possessed numerous firearms and various

quantities of crack cocaine, ecstasy, heroin, and Xanax in a residence he shared with his

mother.

39. On December 31, 2016, PACK fled from a vehicle on Bedford Ave in the

Hill District. PACK was in possession of a Glock, 40 caliber pistol and sixty-two (62)

stamp bags of fentanyl.

40. On February 13,2017, a publicly accessible music video was published to

YouTube by YouTube user J.W. which is the alias for T.S. The video, entitled "Chicky

Talk," contains appearances by T.S., PACK, GzuFFIN' W.C'' S' R., and P'R' In the video,



T.S. makes numerous references to the 11 Hunnit gang and its membership. The lyrics of

the song also make reference to the shooting of J.P. In the video, T.S., PACK, and S.R.

are brandishing firearms. This video was created to alert I I Hunnit members to the

consequences of disloyalty to the gang, to intimidate rivals, and to enhance the reputation

ol the gang as a violent enterprise.

41. On February 21, 2017. GzuFFIN led officers on a short vehicle pursuit while

leaving a concert. GzuFFIN fled from the vehicle on foot and discarded a firearm, which

was recovered. GzuFFIN possessed a quantity of fentanyl in the vehicle GRIFFIN was

driving.

42. On March l, 2017, a publicly accessible music video was published to

YouTube by YouTube user J.W. The video, entitled "What U Know," contains

appearances by T.S. PACK, GzuFFIN, W.C., and J.J. and several l l Hunnit associates.

Through the video, many of the aforementioned 11 Hunnit members are brandishing

firearms. In the video, T.S. and PACK make numerous references to the I I Hunnit gang,

its membership, and the gang's criminal activities. The lyrics of the song also make

reference to the shootings of C.R. and J.H., and alerted 11 Hunnit members to the

consequences of disloyalty to the gang, to intimidate rivals, and to enhance the reputation

of the gang as a violent enterprise.

43. On March 29, 2017, a publicly accessible music video was published to

YouTube and features 3 main rappers including T.S. The video, entitled "Rents Due,"

also contains appearances by W.C., GRIFFIN, J.J., and D. H-J., some of whom are

brandishing firearms throughout the video. During T.S.'s performance, he makes
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numerous references to inflicting violence on those inclined to cooperate with law

enforcement and numerous references to the 1l Hunnit enterprise and their illegal

activities

44. On April 14.2017. GRIFFIN. rvhile attempting to evade police, discarded a

white bundle of suspected fentanyl labeled Mortal Kombat. GzuFFIN possessed over one-

hundred (100) stamps, some of which contained fentanyl, and a loaded stolen firearm.

45. On April 26,2017, I I Hunnit member W.C. possessed three firearms and

over twelve (12) bricks ol fentanyl in a residence he shared with his mother. N.L.

46. On March 9. 201 8. a publicly accessible music video was published to

YouTube and features T.S. The video, entitled "Patty Cake." also contains appearances by

J.J. and H.S., some of whom are brandishing firearms throughout the video. During T.S.'s

performance, he makes numerous references intended to intimidate rivals and those who

might testifu against members of the enterprise. T.S. references details of the shooting of

R.T. In addition. T.S. makes numerous references to the I I Hunnit enterprise and their

illegal activities.

Soecial Sentencing Factors ResardinsC unt Oneo

47. On or about April 5, 2015, in the Western District of Pennsylvania,

SYDNEY PACK, aided and abetted by others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, did

commit an act involving murder, that is, murder in the first degtee, as SYDNEY PACK

committed an intentional killing, all in violation of Title 18, Pennsylvania Penal Code,

Sections 2502(a) and 901(a).
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48. On or about January 15, 2016, in the Westem District of Pennsylvania,

SYDNEY PACK, aided and abetted by others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, did

commit an act involving murder, that is, murder in the first degree, as SYDNEY PACK,

aided and abetted by others, committed an intentional killing, all in violation of Title 18,

Pennsylvania Penal Code, Sections 2502(a) and 901(a).

49. On or about October 21.2016, in the Westem District of Pennsylvania,

SYDNEY PACK and DIONTE GRIFFIN. aided and abetted by each other. and others

known and unknown to the Grand Jury, did cornmit an act involving murder. that is. murder

in the first degree. as SYDNEY PACK and DIONTE GRIFFIN. aided and abetted bv

each other and others, committed an intentional killing, all in violation of Title 18,

Pennsylvania Penal Code, Sections 2502(a) and 901(a)

Forfeiture Allegation

50. The allegations contained in Count One of this Indictment are hereby incorporated

by reference for the purpose of atleging forfeiture pursuant to the provisions of Title 18, United

States Code, Section 1963, and Title 28, United States Code, Section 2461(c).

51. Upon conviction of the offense set forth in Count One ol this Indictment, the

defendants, Dionte Griffin rlkla L Gzz, a,lkla El Gwopo, a[Wa Fat Boii' Sydney Pack a/k/a

Lane, a/k/a 018 Lane, and Richard Kelly a/k/a Rack Boy, a/k/a RB, shall forfeit to the United

States, pursuant to l8 U.S.C. $ 1963, including but not limited to:

(a) any interest acquired or maintained in violation of 18 U.S.C. $ 1962,

which interests are subject to forfeiture to the United States pursuant to

Titte 18, United States Code, Section 1963(aX1);
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(b) any interest in, security of, claim against, or property or contractul right

of any kind affording a source of influence over, any enterprise which

the defendants established, operated, controlled, conducted, or

participated in the conduct of, in violation of 18 U.S.C. g 1962, which

interests, securities, claims, and rights are subject to forfeiture to the

United States pursuant to Tile 18, United States Code, Section

1963(a)(2); and

(") any property constituting, or derived from, any proceeds obtained,

directly or indirectly, from racketeering activity in violation of 18

U.S.C. $ 1962, which property is subject to forfeiture to the United States

pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 1963(a)(3);

consisting of a sum of money equal to an amount which represents the proceeds that the

defendants obtained as a result ofthe offense.
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52.

SUBSTITUTE ASSETS

If any of the property described above, as a result of any act or omission of the

defendants

(d) cannot be located upon the exercise ofdue diligence;

(e) has been transferred or sold to, or deposited with, a third party;

(0 has been placed beyond the jurisdiction ofthe court;

(g) has been substantially diminished in value; or

(h) has been commingled with other property which cannot be divided

without difficulty;

it is the intent ofthe United States, pursuant to 1 8 U.S.C. $ 1963(m), to seek forfeiture of any other

property ofthe defendants up to the value ofthe property described above.

All pursuant to Title 18, United States Code Sections 1962, 1963(a)(1), (2), and (3), and

1963(m).

A True Bill,

SCOTT W. BRADY
United States Attomey
PA ID No. 88352

F
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